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Multipliers on modules over the Fourier algebra.
Definition. Let 1/p + 1/q > 1, / ciP(G), i cS"(G). We define (5, qf)= (+b x 0b) This is an extension of (-, *) from CF(6) x CF(G). Remark. An invariant mean on 20(G&) is a bounded linear functional p on
In particular, / -/ maps C(G) into ?P(G), and its adjoint T maps SP' () into M(G). Further T: S?P(G) L1(G) (since (C (G6)) C L0(G) and L0(G) F is closed). Let ck E SP (G) and wi ES (G)
.
SP (G). Let wi E 5P(G) = (.?P (G7))* be such that (c, if) = e(o x i). Define To = cw(b E eF(G)). Thus (TO, f) = e( x qf). Now T: F(G) 2p(, ) and IITIlp,p < Ilell, so we may extend T to all of ?P(G). Finally, to see that T c VlR p we note that (T(ol x 02) q) = ((

